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Being able to understand complex dynamic
scenes of real-world activities from low-level sen-
sor data is of central importance for truly intelli-
gent systems. The main difficulty lies in the fact
that complex scenes are best described in high-
level, logical formalisms, whereas sensor data –
for example images derived from a video camera –
usually consists of many low-level, numerical and
presumably noisy feature values. In this work, we
consider the problem of learning high-level, logi-
cal descriptions of dynamic scenes based on only
the input video stream.

As an example, consider a surveillance cam-
era in a metro station. Whereas the video data
will consist of many noisy images, a high-level
description of what is happening in a scene
could be representing that two persons have
been recognized, e.g. person1 and person2,
and that the first is walking towards the gate
(e.g. walking(person1, direction : gate))
and that the second is sitting on the ground (e.g.
sitting(person2, floor)). Based on experi-
ence, and intelligent system could learn properties
of general scenes such as a situation is suspicious
if a person’s pattern of movement is substantially
different from average, goal-directed behavior.

In order to learn such general patterns, two im-
portant problems must be tackled, and their solu-
tions combined. The first is obtaining high-level,
logical representations from video data. While this
problem has been approached in other work, e.g.
(Tran and Davis, 2008; Needham et al., 2005), it
is a difficult problem, and there is no single best
way towards the solution. The second problem is
to learn logical models of dynamic scenes. Due
to the severe uncertainty that is present in video
streams, purely logical rules will often be insuf-
ficient for this task. Consequently, we will use
probabilistic logic learning techniques that com-
bine logical representations, probability and learn-
ing (De Raedt, 2008). Learning about dynamic ac-

tivities and events opens new research directions,
given that most (probabilistic) logical machine
learning techniques only work for static problems.
The dynamics of an activity can be described in a
natural way using sequences. Some work on rela-
tional sequence learning, where simple sequences
of relational atoms are employed (Kersting et al.,
2008), and only a few algorithms for more com-
plex sequences of relational interpretations (i.e.
sets of relational atoms) currently exist (Thon et
al., 2008).

Learning about table-top and card games

An interesting application of this new setting
is that of social-interaction scenarios, such as
card and board games. Games are governed by
rich protocols and contain many complex spatio-
temporal properties, yet they contain relatively
small numbers of a priori known objects which
makes the recognition task easier. Their com-
plexity can be easily increased by adding new
actions and objects or by varying stochastic as-
pects. These properties render such games very
suitable for controlled experiments. For exam-
ple, in a simple logical machine learning setting
(Needham et al., 2005) induce simple determinis-
tic game protocols using relational sequences ob-
tained through video and audio in an unsupervised
manner. (Needham et al., 2008) investigate the
inductive learning of spatial attention from visual
observation sequences in a relational form. How-
ever, representing video data using probabilistic
relational sequences seems a more natural way to
incorporate sensor information in real-world tasks.
It allows to work with structured terms, but in ad-
dition it captures the inherent uncertainty of object
detection.

In a first phase, side-stepping the difficult tasks
of applying attention mechanisms, feature extrac-
tion and analysis, we use markers for object recog-
nition. Each object can be marked using different



tags that are provided a priori. Thus, instead of
doing complex object recognition, we can analyze
scenes by looking for known tags. This enables us
to focus on the task of learning dynamic models
first. The need for tags will be removed in a sub-
sequent step, when we recognize objects through
lower-level features such as shape, color and ori-
entation. We use the ARTOOLKIT framework
(Kato et al., ) to generate and recognize markers.
Cards have two tags; one for color, and one for
their number (or some special symbol).

In addition to the probabilistic aspects of the
card games themselves (e.g. uncertainty about
possible outcomes of play), our setup preserves
the uncertainty over observations, introduced by
tag recognition. Even though we have simpli-
fied the recognition task, tags are only recognized
with limited confidence, due to noisy recogni-
tion, lighting conditions, etc. Thus, learning ex-
amples in our setting have probabilistic aspects.
For example, an UNO card may be recognized
as (green(0.78), nine(0.55)) where the attached
numbers express that confidence that these tags
were recognized. Such probabilistic examples
have, until now, only been considered in a biolog-
ical setting (Chen et al., 2008), but in general, it
defines a new probabilistic logic learning setting,
and may open up new possibilities.

There are several learning tasks that can be
identified when learning from sequences. One ob-
vious task in games domain is to learn strategies
for actually playing the game. While there are
many techniques available to do so (van Otterlo,
2009), in this work we aim for a more general set-
ting in which we may learn various aspects about
the dynamics of the domains (which naturally in-
cludes how to control it). In a first step, we focus
on sequence classification and sequence prediction
as learning tasks. We consider well-known card
games such as UNO, and related games such as
sevens and canasta.

Approach

Firstly, we approach simple models of relational
sequences such as relational n-grams, the so-called
r-grams (Landwehr and De Raedt, 2007). They
are based on sequences of ground atoms (e.g.
skip(0.78)) and seem the most suitable method
for learning about games in which only one card
is important at each step in the play sequence (e.g.
UNO). Except sequence classification and predic-

tion, as already mentioned, we consider in this set-
ting the task of deducing the game protocols from
the model obtained.

In subsequent work we aim to focus on i) set-
tings in which the video recognition problem is
based on techniques that lie beyond simple tag-
based recognition, and ii) settings in which the
modeled states are more complex and can consist
of sets of relational atoms, or interpretations. For
all these problems, we can sometimes utilize ex-
isting techniques, but much of the envisioned path
contains new challenges for both the (logical) ma-
chine learning and computer vision communities.
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